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ith the exponential growth of the Internet, the num- 
ber of nodes in the Internet is exploding, dnd thus 
is becoming an ever increasingly critical concern in 

this evolving environment. For such large networks with huge 
numbers of devices and nodes, it is virtually impos’sible to 
maintain the complete state of the network and control what 
is happening in the network very tightly. For a netwprk sys- 
tem, scalability depends on the architecture of the yetwork 
node hardware, application software, underlying oqerating 
systems, interconnection topology, and communication proto- 
cols. Due to the heterogeneity of network equipment, hetwork 
architectures, network-based services, and service provihers, the 
scalability challenges have become even more relevadt. Since 
large networks such as the Internet have some fundamental 
scalability limitations when it comes to managing individual 
traffic flows, the original simplicity of the Internet 4rchitec- 
ture was based on the idea of soft states, implying that net- 
work nodes would not go through elaborate protocols1 to keep 
all states updated and current at all times, but ratheq refresh 
states periodically. Based on these basic ideas, researchers 
started to develop ideas for soft quality of service (PoS) in 
the mid-’90s. The key concepts here are traffic aggregation 
and relative prioritization rather than per-state fineigrained 

The articles in this feature topic address a numbers of criti- 
cal and relevant issues studied within industry and academia. 
The area where scalability concerns are most pressing is the 
design and implementation of QoS control in the redl world. 
When we talk about the real world, our attention is drawn 
toward the scalability of switching systems (switches and 
routers) that are integral parts of the access and core net- 
works of the Internet. The performance scalability of these 
systems is also affected by the software that is responkible for 
call processing/packet processing, administrative and manage- 
ment support, and data handling. We expect that the Scalabili- 
ty of networked software systems to be an  area ofiintense 
research during the next few years. 

The introductory article, written by M. Welzl, dekribes a 
trade-off between the granularity of services and the kalabili- 
ty of QoS provisioning represented by IntServ and DiffServ. 
After a brief review of the trade-off between scalability and 
QoS, the article describes three approaches - combining 
IntServ and DiffServ, dynamic packet state, and congestion 
control and QoS - to alleviate this strict relationship. Good 
results can be achieved with each of these three approaches, 
thus leading to the conclusion that trading QoS for shability 
is not necessarily the only option. 
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Following this introduction, N. Christin and J. Liebeherr 
present a new service architecture that can support stronger 
per-class service guarantees than “classic” DiffServ can. The 
main principle of this architecture is to use an adaptive ser- 
vice rate allocation to traffic classes, realized by an algo- 
rithm combining scheduling and buffer management. Since 
it can be implemented with low complexity and requires 
maintaining little state information, it possesses desirable 
scalability. 

The article by B. Zhang and H. Mouftah first presents a 
survey of existing work proposed to address forwarding state 
scalability for providing multicast in the IP networks. Then 
the authors extend an existing .multicast routing protocol, 
Multicast Extension to Open Shortest Path First (MOSPF), by 
introducing tunnel support to improve scalability in terms of 
forwarding state and computational overhead. Finally, simula- 
tion results demonstrate that the extension can significantly 
reduce forwarding state and overhead without adverse effects 
or extra control overhead. 

“Proportional Service Differentiation: A Scalable QoS 
Approach,” by Y. Chen, M. Hamdi, D. Tsang, and C. Qiao, 
presents an overview about recent research work on propor- 
tional service differentiation, which possesses desirable prop- 
erties in terms of controllability, consistency, and scalability. 
This article discusses the various QoS metrics and their corre- 
sponding implementation complexity. A uniform and scalable 
solution with absolute QoS bounds for delay and loss rate by 
employing the proportional model is also proposed. 

The article by S. Sengupta, D. Saha, and V. Kumar com- 
pares IP-over-WDM and IP-over-OTN architectures from an 
economic standpoint using real-life network data. It shows 
how IP-over-OTN architectures can lead to substantial reduc- 
tion in capital expenditure. The authors also compare the two 
architectures from the perspective of scalability, flexibility, 
and robustness. 

The final article, “Scalable Design of a Policy-Based Man- 
agement System and Its Performance,” written by K. Law and 
A. Saxena, studies the drawbacks of the standard Policy-Based 
Management (PBM) system and proposes the Unified Policy- 
Based Management (UPM) system. The authors compare the 
performance of PBM and UPM through extensive experi- 
ments. With the prototype implementation, it is shown that 
the proposed UPM is a high-performance scalable design with 
some desirable properties. 

We hope this feature topic in IEEE Communications Mag- 
azine will help readers gain better understanding of some key 
scalability issues in IP communication networks. Due to the 
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space limitation, only a fraction of the submitted papers are 
included in this issue. We hope other topics on scalability 
issues will be covered in the near future in IEEE Communica- 
tions Magazine. We are grateful to the'authors who invested a 
lot of work in presenting important insights into the scalability 
challenge. In particular, we thank the reviewers for their help- 
ful comments, which contributed greatly to the overall quality 
of this feature topic. We would also like to acknowledge the 
assistance provided by the Editor-in-Chief and publications 
staff. 
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